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GRIN-Global
The Germplasm Resources Information Network 

(GRIN) is superior American genebank information 

management system

Its successor for global use, GRIN-Global 

developer by the USDA-ARS in cooperation with 

Bioversity International and the Global Crop 

Diversity Trust

GRIN-Global is powerful, flexible, easy-to-use

PGR information system
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GRIN Czech based on the system GRIN-Global was

launched in the Czech Republic to replace old

system EVIGEZ

EVIGEZ no longer fulfilled the requirements of

modern documentation system

• on–line access of crop curators

• detail documentation of sets of characterization

and storage data

• picture database and other aspects
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System EVIGEZ and GG contained the same basic 

parts consisting of passport, characterization and 

inventory data but they had a different structures

For proper data migration  there was necessary to 

analyse the structure of two databases to avoid 

losing of any recorded information

GG allows recording of more detailed information 

on GR and on individual seed lots for conservation, 

including uploading of images, sets of molecular 

data
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The greater difference between both systems was 

in plant taxonomy because EVIGEZ was based on 

small species concept including subspecific 

classification (varieties are also determined) than 

used in taxonomy GG

The problem was currently solved using synonyms 

in taxonomic tables and no data was lost

The department USDA-ARS gradually includes 

missing verified varieties into the taxonomic 

system
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In Gene bank Prague for identification of botanical 

varieties in Triticum species we use taxonomic 

treatment based on Dorofeev et al. (Flora of 

cultivated plants, I., Wheat, 1979) classifications  

For passport part and evalaution part of PGR we 

used Descriptor list genus Triticum L. (Bareš et al., 

1985); code list of scientific names is including
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Access to database of GRIN Czech is on-line via  

web site

Ordering of genetic resources is available via 

„shopping cart“

Change of GB management system will contribute 

to improving the quality of work of the gene bank, 

and thus improving the quality of services for users 

of genetic resources
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https://grinczech.vurv.cz/gringlobal/search.aspx
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Thank you for your attention!


